DIGITAL AND ONLINE GAMES AS A TOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Abstract:
Gaming, specifically online gaming is beginning to enter the world of international
development. There are millions of gamers across the world that have developed skills
that can be molded to fix economic, social, political, and even scientific problems in the
real world. This is a growing opportunity to creatively approach issues worldwide. This
paper looks into the complexities and effectiveness of the application of these new
faculties and abilities, specifically the various development issues to which gaming has
been applied and the level of effective application. It will look at the successes and
common problems found in applying different game designs to scientific discovery,
formal education, climate change, healthcare, social innovation, economic stability and
political conflict while also noting the gaping disadvantage in gaming skills/concepts for
the people who are directly affect by these issues. Finally it will examine the ideal
applications for video or online games and how they might be changed and improved in
order to approach perceived shortcomings.
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Objective
This paper will examine the use of video and online games as a tool in the different
areas of international development including scientific development, formal education,
climate change, healthcare, social innovation, economic stability, and political conflict.
Each of these domains tends toward specific game designs in order to achieve positive
results and will be organized according to which design is each domainʼs primary
approach. The first examined approach will be the narrowly focused method for
scientific development and formal education curriculums through an educational design.
That is to say that this design is only focused on being informative without direct built-in
applications of the information it provides. This design will be followed by games that
approach development issues by influencing individual behavior change seen most
often in games battling climate change and healthcare problems. The final design
approach will examine games that tackle large-scale social, economic, or political
change. This is perhaps the most complex examination due to the many avenues in
which this type of game can be designed and the relative newness of its application.
These games seek a large audience and focus on the interconnectedness of the
international problems they approach. Because of these factors they are often focused
on creating a large-scale participatory community within the game, giving players a
wealth of information, providing real-world applications, and promoting social
connectivity for easy collaboration, all woven into the design itself. Finally this paper will
explore the efficacy of these different types of video or online games. The effectiveness
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will be based on the area of development they address, their approach and gamedesign, the scale of dissemination of and participation in the games, and funding.

Introduction
To begin, there are almost 2.5 billion people using the Internet worldwide (Miniwats
Marketing Group 2013). This makes the online world the most accessible domain for
global communication and, with proper direction, the space with the most cooperative
potential. Statistics show that Asia, Europe, and North America comprise more than
three-quarters of the total internet population, with Latin America, Africa, and the Middle
East trailing behind. The percentage of the regional population with online access and
activity, or the Internet penetration, presents a regional gap in accessibility and
participation. An estimated 78% of the North American population has access to and
participates in online activity - the highest percentage by far. This number is followed by
67% in Oceania/Australia, 63% in Europe, 42% in Latin America, 40% in the Middle
East, 27% in Asia, and finally only 15% in Africa. Despite these discrepancies, the
magnitude of global participation is steadily growing and could represent the future of
global cooperation.
However, this vast forum of people has its limits and its obstacles. With such a
large group, it is difficult to streamline directed change or cooperation. This is directly
connected to the modern phenomenon often referred to as “information overload” or
more dramatically “data asphyxiation”1. The total file size of the World Wide Web is now
1

As presented by the Economist “Too Much Information: How to cope with data overload” by
Schumpeter, June 30, 2011. Phrases coined by Alvin Toffler and William Van Winkle
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being measured at 1.8 zettabytes, or 1.8 trillion gigabytes. Furthermore, studies show
that the available information online doubles at least every two years2 and the number
of Internet users is steadily rising in every region of the world. Due to this vast network
of people and a continuously growing storage for information and ideas, it is difficult to
channel important information and further important skills.
Figure 1
Internet Distribution by World Region (2012)

Source: Miniwats Marketing Group 2013

Of those 2.5 billion people participating in the online world, it is estimated that over 500
million are actively involved in playing games offered online. In the next decade
researchers expect another one billion people. By 2020 projected numbers of a total of
1.5 billion people will be actively participating in online games and the virtual world3
(McGonigal, Gaming Can Make a Better World 2010). Edward Castronova - an

respectively. The phenomenon is captured in the words of Johann Hari who said that “there is a
good reason why ‘wired’ means both ‘connected to the internet’ and ‘high, frantic, unable to
concentrate’
2
The exact rate of forecasted increase varies anywhere from 18 months to 2 years (John Gantz
2011) (Schumpeter 2011)
3
A virtual world is a massive multiuser online environment where a number of people live out a
collective fantasy existence. (Castronova 2007)
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economist who has been studying the complex economy of various games - asserts that
this generation and the next is creating a movement from the real world into synthetic
worlds. “The exodus of these people from the real world, from our normal daily life of
living rooms, cubicles, and shopping malls, will create a change in social climate that
makes global warming look like a tempest in a teacup” (Castronova 2007).
Furthermore, Jane McGonigal claims “gamers have had enough of reality. They are
abandoning it in droves…in favor of stimulated environments and online games”
(McGonigal 2011). The statistics above reveal the mass of people choosing to interact
within the boundaries of these stimulated environments in significant numbers.
However, these worlds are not necessarily an alternate reality; they are increasingly
being used as a mediating tool for implementing tangible change in the real world.
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Chapter 1

What Makes a Good Game?
There are many attributes of good games and skilled gamers that lend themselves to
positively impact large-scale, problem-solving strategies. First, it is important to
understand what a game actually is in order to navigate and understand the vast
assortment of different types of games. Game designer Jane McGonigal offers a
concise yet complete definition of a game based on the inclusion of four key traits: a
goal, rules, a feedback system, and voluntary participation. Goals offer an intended
outcome, rules set boundaries for accomplishing those goals, a feedback system gives
players a visual cue of personal progress made toward their goals, and voluntary
participation “establishes common ground” amongst players through the acceptance of
the previous three traits (McGonigal 2011). Such a definition of games includes any
game offered on a variety gaming platforms, such as computers, gaming consoles, or
mobile phones4. It is also important to understand these platforms. Computers often
have a large capacity to support detailed and high-quality game designs whereas
mobile phones are able to support games specifically designed for a smaller and
relatively less digitally interactive game. A “gaming console” is an electronic device that
connects to a display in order to allow an operator to directly interact with the interface
and is specifically designed and marketed to support gameplay (Encyclopaedia
Britannica Company 2013).
4

This definition would also include tabletop or board games. This paper specifically looks into
digital spaces for gaming and so tabletop games will not be included.
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For this paper there must also be a distinction made between different types of
games. Edward Castronova uses the term “digital game” to encompass both video and
computer games - a video game being any game played on a gaming console and a
computer game being any game played on a personal computer (Castronova 2007).
Unfortunately because of the relative newness of games in the academic sphere the
definition of “video games” varies. Commonly a video game is considered any game
that allows a player to manipulate digitally produced images (Encyclopaedia Britannica
Company 2013). In this case video games could be played on an array of computerized
displays including a television or computer screen. This paper will use the term “digital
game” to incorporate these various definitions and make a distinction between computer
and console platforms only when it is specifically relevant. Furthermore a multitude of
these digital games offer online capabilities. Online games are any games with the
above traits that can be played via a network connection or online forum by means of
the Internet or equivalent technology.
Kurt Squire, director of the Games, Learning, and Society Initiative and University
of Wisconsin-Madison professor, presents a list of different characteristics found in good
digital games - especially in good educational digital games - that could be more
generally applicable to the making of good development tools. These positive
characteristics include:
1.

Employing academic knowledge as a tool for achieving goals. In educational
digital games, academic knowledge can be anything from factual information or
historically accurate material learned while playing the game to basics learned
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through formal education. This mass of information is then used as a “tool for
action” within the plot or storyline of the game. In this sense - and in almost
every digital game - knowledge can literally be power, if not a direct means to
finding various powerful elements or weapons.
2.

Generating a piqued interest. The player must be interested in the storyline,
game design, available tools, given characters, etc. in order to transform casual
players in to critical consumers, not just passive recipients. Often it is helpful to
offer individual gamer statistics so that the interest of the player is enhanced
through a visual representation of their own progress.

3.

Employing advanced game design techniques. Squire offers two examples of
these techniques: the proper orchestration of time within the replicated virtual
world and the creation of overlapping goal structures. The structuring of
timelines is important to both allow a player enough time to be productive in their
given mission but also give the player the added benefit of an increased speed
to witness the positive and negative consequences of that productivity.
Overlapping goal structures include quests or missions occurring simultaneously
or consecutively that are interconnected in building skills and completing the
overarching quest of the entire game. That is to say the intertwining steps a
player must take in order to beat the game.

4.

Encouraging social interaction. This can be accounted for within various games
in a few key ways. If the game is one-player there are usually other predesigned characters placed throughout the game that extend helpful hints or
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local knowledge needed to complete a myriad of quests. Multi-player games are
set up through either the designation of collaborative missions or competitive
events. Collaborative or team-based play is part of a game design that requires
all players to work together across their varying skill levels in order to succeed.
On the other hand, competitive play creates an atmosphere in which a player is
encouraged to succeed by pitting him or her against other players.
5.

Offering multiple avenues to achieve success. Players are able to “experiment
with a variety of identities in a group” while immersed in collaborative play that
can be solved only through a variety of different skills and skill levels. For
example, the team-based games Team Fortress and Team Fortress 2(TF2)
have nine different types of characters, or “classes” that fulfill either an offensive
role, a defensive role, or a support role. The object of the game is to defeat a
second team also made up of these nine classes in various objectives or minigames. Each individual player may choose whichever class they would like to
represent based on their personal strengths and weaknesses. However if there
is not a balance between offensive, defensive, and support classes, the team is
less likely to maintain a competitive edge or a successful strategy to win. While
the Team Fortress games are not specifically educational games, they are prime
examples of a successful collaborative game design.

6.

Immersing players in the exploration of a constructed system. This simply refers
to the playerʼs ability to understand and investigate the complex game world not
only in terms of maneuverability, but also in reference to the economy,
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environment, and community set up within the structure of a specific virtual
world.
7.

Calling attention to cultural bias. Squireʼs exact definition of this characteristic is
that “ideological worlds instantiate particular ways of viewing and valuing the
world [and] good games donʼt shroud these biases, but engage the player in
critical conversation about the world.” When games exaggerate or even satirize
value systems, players are ideally encouraged to reflect on and deconstruct that
system.

8.

Providing the ability to turn game users into producers of game content. This is
found in a gameʼs ability to inspire creativity and provide production tools in order
to let the players design the world in which they will play or change the world in
which they have already played. Player production is most often utilized in
available “modding tools.” These are modification generators that allow the
players themselves to create present and future game content. Players are able
to erect unique buildings or structures, tweak the appearance of their own
avatars or other characters in the game, and construct entirely new levels and
objectives using the original game content as virtual building blocks. (Squire
2011)

What Makes a Skilled Gamer?
Defining the skills of a good gamer is a harder task to examine and explain. It is easy to
spot a skilled gamer when watching them play but it is much more difficult to describe
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their skills and how those skills are so seamlessly applied to very different types of
games with an equivalent skill level and a very high learning curve. Of course many
researchers present a higher analytical skill set, or at least a unique analytical skill set in
habitual gamers. Dr. Constance Steinkeuhler (Scientific Habits of the Mind in Virtual
worlds) is the Senior Policy Analyst for the Office of Science and Technology in the
Executive Office of the President of the United States. Steinkeuhler has dedicated a
large portion of her life studying the mental patterns of gamers and the positive effects
of digital games on analytical thinking. She has looked into the potential for video
games to fulfill the shortcomings of formal education systems to foster scientific literacy
within the students. Specifically she looks into the scientific habits of players in World of
Warcraft. World of Warcraft is a massively multi-player online role-play game (MMORPG5) which Steinkeuhler defines as a “2 or 3-D graphical, simulated world played
online that allows individuals to interact, through their digital characters or “avatars,” not
only with the designed environment in which activities take place, but also with other
individualsʼ avatars…” (Constance Steinkeuhler 2008). World of Warcraft is a game
with complex economic systems and social structures and is the most played MMO by
far. In Steinkeuhlerʼs study, she documents and evaluates the literacy practices
fostered in these online environments finding “empirical evidence to substantiate the
potential of such play contexts for informal science literacy learning” and pinpointing the

5

Massively Multiplayer Online games (MMO) and Role Play Games (RPG) are two separate
game types. World of Warcraft is considered both. An MMO is a game that includes a large
number of players in one game via an online connection and an RPG is a game in which the
player assumes the role of a fictional character or avatar in order to play.
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use of mass collective intelligence6. She also cites other researchers and published
articles concerning the increased abilities of gamers in collaborative problem solving
(Squire 2005, Steinkeuhler 2006, Nasir 2005) and systematic thinking (Squire 2003).
This research shows definitively that the analytical process of a gamer fostered by
various complex game systems is greatly affected - or at the very least exercised - by
these virtual spaces. Kurt Squire goes as far as to say that digital games cultivate the
type of systematic thinking that formal education fails to satisfy, claiming “this
systematic thinking is valuable because it helps people solve problems holistically,
rather than focusing on single-cause solutions. Video game players learn that if you
change one variable…it affects the entire system” (Squire 2011).
However gamer abilities go beyond analytical processes. Again Jane McGonigal
provides a creative and concise view of the extended skill set found in the response of
gamers to problems and obstacles. She presents four characteristics of gamers that
could make this group of people - who transcend political boundaries and regional
borders - a valuable human resource. These characteristics are as follows:
1.

Urgent Optimism: This quality refers to the ability of gamers to achieve goals
based on his or her skill-level and the urgency of overcoming the obstacles he
or she faces to attain them. “Games eliminate our fear of failure and improve our
chances for success.” Most importantly it is the hope of success that motivates

6

Steinkeuhler’s research looks for specific traits and indicators in the discussion posts of World
of Warcraft. Her indicators include: social knowledge construction, build on others’ ideas, use of
counterarguments, use of data/evidence, systems based reasoning, understanding feedback,
model based reasoning and evaluative, absolutist, and relativist arguments. All of these traits are
presented as characteristics of scientific habits of mind and tacit epistemology. Mass collective
intelligence refers to the large number of contributions made by different gamers.
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gameplay, not the success itself. Even feedback on failure is rewarding
because the mission is always maintained, even after apparent failure.
2.

Social Fabric: This term alludes to the social connectivity fostered within a
virtual online world. “Games build stronger social bonds and lead to more active
social networks.” Often a player must maintain a network of online allies and
friends in order to acquire points for experience or attain different important tools
through trading within the economic system of the game.

3.

Blissful Productivity: McGonigal asserts that games provide more satisfying
work than real life does. “Games give us clearer missions and more satisfying,
hands-on work.” Not only are goals comprehensively set in a game, but also
there are clear and “actionable next steps” in order to achieve those goals and
feedback to alert the player of their proximity to those goals. Gamers are not
just passively staring at a screen; they are constantly and productively working
toward a specific goal.

4.

Epic Meaning: This attribute encompasses the feeling of becoming a part of
something bigger than the individual. “Games make us a part of something
bigger and give us epic meaning to our actions.” In the virtual world, players are
immersed in a grand adventure. The player is battling invading alien forces or
saving entire communities by defeating evil sorcerers. The word “epic” is
assigned particular importance in McGonigalʼs book. A word used often in
gamer culture, “epic” is “something that far surpasses the ordinary, especially in
size, scale, and intensity” and refers to the scale of heroic undertakings.
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McGonigal claims that this feeling of Epic Meaning is an important trait in all
gamers which, as stated previously, is over half a billion people (McGonigal
2011).
These terms may sound like catch phrases or language you would find in the discourse
of video game characters themselves, but they are valuable tools for the real world.
The real world is facing challenges of epic proportion and it seems that many are afraid
of the implications of gamers escaping those challenges for the enticing and
immediately gratifying work of virtual spaces. This is a dangerous perspective; it lacks
the urgent optimism and creative thinking needed to approach the escapist problem.
McGonigal insists that “thereʼs good reason to believe that the more we learn to enjoy
serving epic causes in game worlds, the more we may find ourselves contributing to
epic efforts in the real world” (McGonigal 2011). This is a crucial period in time to prove
her wrong or right.

The Relevance of a Good Game and Skilled Gamers to Development Strategies
Countless economists and researchers have studied the effective application of
development practices toward furthering development goals. Throughout this discourse
one thing is certain: there is room for improvement. Paul Collier – economist, Professor
of Economics, Director of the Center for the Study of African Economies at Oxford
University and former director of Development Research for the World Bank – has been
credited with succinctly enumerating the various reasons for development failures and
discussing possible solutions. He claims, “…support for change can be decisive. But we
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will need not just a more intelligent approach to aid but complementary actions using
instruments that have not conventionally been part of the development armory…”
(Collier 2007). It seems his description of these instruments is left purposefully vague in
order to embrace future technological and ideological advances. One of the most
promising of these unconventional instruments is undoubtedly digital and online games.
It is a relatively small leap from Jane McGonigalʼs formula of a game to a simplified
explanation of development targets and strategies. A game is a combination of
specified goals, rules with which to achieve those goals, a feedback system to track
progress, and voluntary participation. Contemplate for a moment the collaborative
international response to modern development issues: the Millennium Development
Goals(MDGs). The United Nations decided that from 2000 to 2015, the international
community would focus on a list of important goals and objectives in order to battle
development issues and achieve an agreed-upon, intended outcome of progress7.
McGonigalʼs first characteristic to define a game – the inclusion of specified goals – is
also a part of the UNʼs strategy to encourage international development and
collaboration.
Since the Millennium Summit where these goals were created, various
development projects were implemented in developing nations across the world. The
United Nations even included a “Road map toward the implementation of the United
Nations Millennium Declaration” in order to better guide the development strategies of
7

The MDGs are as follows: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, achieve universal access to
primary education, promote gender equality and empower women, reduce child mortality,
improve maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and other diseases, ensure environmental
sustainability, and global partnership for development.
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national governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) alike. The report
specifically outlines the advised courses of action in approaching the various goals. It
“suggests paths to follow and shares information on ʻbest practicesʼ. It draws on the
works of governments, the entire United Nations system, including the Bretton Woods
Institutions and the World Trade Organization, intergovernmental organizations,
international organizations, regional organizations and civil society” (United Nations
General Assembly 2001). This report covers everything from disarmament to good
governance and sets the stage for development initiatives for the following fifteen years.
Prior to the Millennium Summit, development indicators were used to mark
national progress. For decades Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and GDP per capita
had been a key indicator used to evaluate a countryʼs progress. As development
practices continued and changed, so did the use of development indicators. The World
Bank now lists 331 different indicators related to marking the progress of each target for
each MDG (World Bank 2013). This impressive compilation of indicators measures
national progress in a vast array of different areas such as life expectancy, government
expenditures, HIV/AIDS prevalence rates, access to electricity, and CO2 emissions to
name a few. A revolutionary indicator appeared with the creation of the Human
Development Indicator(HDI) that combines indicators concerning health, education, and
living standards in order to present a more holistic view of human development. Despite
the changes in development strategies and ideologies in the last decades, development
indicators continue to play an important role in assessing the effectiveness of
development projects and national policies.
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Finally, the Millennium Summit itself is undeniable evidence exhibiting the
participation of nations across the world. The General Assembly of the UN made a
specific resolution agreeing to take part in a global effort to combat international issues.
The participation in the following programs and acceptance of the various indicators and
strategies was left to the discretion of the sovereign state. These nations were able to
use the MDGs as a general guideline for international development practices,
establishing a common ground worldwide for future international objectives.
Castronova makes the claim that “every story that has ever been written could
conceivably be implemented as a game” (Edward Castronova 2007). So imagine that
the Millennium Development Summit was the starting point of a massively multiplayer
game. Each nation, representative, development worker, world leader, and community
member could be a player in this design. From the start each player is given a list of
specific and critical objectives on which to focus. Following this summit, players are
also provided a set of rules with which to navigate these problems. Beyond that, this
game allows players to take this set of rules and find creative ways to solve international
issues despite the confines of those issues. A feedback system made up of
development indicators is presented over fixed time intervals depending on the issue
and region. Finally, players involved in development are voluntarily participating in
order to achieve their goals through collaborative and creative strategies. Development
is already a game; it just needs a compelling format.
This format is clearly ready for use in development strategies through digital and
online games, but the comparison does not stop at McGonigalʼs simplistic formula.
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Using Squireʼs list of “good game” characteristics, many connections can be found in
good development strategies, particularly the rising principles of participatory
development. As a development worker Noel Keough provides a comprehensive list of
principles derived from philosophical approaches of participatory development:
1.

Approach each situation with humility and respect. In development projects,
practitioners must assign value to the unique skill set of other participants despite
a lack of formal education or situational experience. This opens active
communication between practitioners and community members.

2.

Understand the potential of local knowledge. Participatory development allows for
a direct understanding of local knowledge by highlighting the uniqueness of
peopleʼs knowledge “like no textbook can.”

3.

Adhere to a democratic process. In recognizing the tensions between
“democratic ideals and hierarchical structures” often found in project
implementation, practitioners can overcome obstacles and achieve democratic
processes in decision-making.

4.

Acknowledge diverse ways of knowing. With an immense diversity of knowledge
systems, development projects can incorporate indigenous and anecdotal
knowledge to find alternative avenues to achieve results.

5.

Maintain a sustainability vision. This can be interpreted in two distinct ways. The
first is to ensure development projects incorporate and maintain the natural
environment without destroying it. The second is in the project itself. In order to
achieve sustainability of a project, the community members must not only play an
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active role in designing it, but must also be trained to continue the effective
practices once the development team is gone. In effect, those who are being
taught healthy community practices must also be able to teach and manage
these practices themselves.
6.

Put reality before theory. In this section, Keough cites Herman Daly and John
Cobbʼs concept of misplaced concreteness (Daly and Cobb 1989) in which
economic theory is treated as a set of facts and not a theory. By doing so
dealing with real issues that do not fit in theoretical ideas becomes increasingly
more difficult.

7.

Embrace uncertainty. Following the same vein as reality vs. theory, this point
simply states that plans do not always yield expected results.

8.

Recognize the relativity of time and efficiency. In order for projects to be
effective, there must be a balance between qualitative terms of efficiency and
quantitative terms.

9.

Take a holistic approach. This is the recognition that social, economic, and
political systems are extremely complex and that process models are often
limiting in approaching these complexities. She argues that by breaking down
aspects of societal systems into easily discernable parts, the development
process risks misinterpreting the whole.

10.

Exercise an option for community. This means that the development process
and workers are the mediators between a specific development goal and the
community. Again, this enforces the idea that the community must be involved
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from the beginning of the development process and that various development
institutions “exist at the service of the community” and not the other way around
(Keough 1998).

Although this list was written over a decade ago, these principles play an important role
in development today and the philosophy behind them offers a meaningful trajectory for
participatory development. A comparison between Squireʼs list of good game
characteristics and Keoughʼs list of participatory development principles lends itself a
very interesting interpretation of the connection between the two.
To begin, Keoughʼs first principle is a focus on maintaining humility and respect
toward other cultures and the value of unique skills sets. This pertains to Squireʼs
determinants for a good game in two ways. First, in his fifth characteristic he explains
the importance of “offering multiple avenues to achieve success,” placing importance on
the value of different identities within a group. Secondly, in his seventh point, “calling
attention to cultural bias,” Squire prioritizes the purposeful use of cultural ideologies in
gameplay to open active communication about those cultural norms.
Similarly, the second principle in participatory development is the potential of
local knowledge. Squireʼs fourth characteristic concerning social systems in game
designs is related to this point in that a gameʼs social interaction is usually a plot device
to gain local knowledge concerning the virtual world. This knowledge is then used to
further the characterʼs skill level or progress in the game. Again, this also calls to
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attention the importance of recognizing cultural bias in order to effectively approach
objectives and open communication.
Next on Keoughʼs list is the adherence to a democratic practice in decisionmaking processes in order to ensure community interest and involvement. This is
distinctly linked to Squireʼs second aspect in “generating a piqued interest” in order to
turn passive recipients of game content into critical consumers. Development projects
run by various foreign institutions often run the risk of implementing well-intentioned
programs on passive recipients in the community. In the same way that gamers must
be interested in the features of a game, community members must be interested in the
implementation of development practices.
The fourth principle in participatory development is acknowledging diverse ways
of knowing to find nonstandard avenues to achieve success. Much like the need to
approach situations with humility and respect, this principle is connected to the fifth
good game aspect: offering multiple avenues to achieve success. In order to realize
goals in real world development, projects can creatively use unorthodox systems
already in place in the community, the way gamers can creatively use various skills and
identities within gameplay to beat the game.
No list of development principles would be complete without the inclusion of a
“sustainable vision.” In the fifth principle, Keough states the two ways of maintaining
this vision: environmental sustainability and participation sustainability. There are two
characteristics of Squireʼs good game requirements that link to each of these two
sustainability visions: immersing players in the exploration of a constructed system and
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the ability to turn game users into producers of game content, respectively. In the
exploration of a constructed system a player must navigate the environmental confines
of a gameʼs design while also navigating the designed community. In order for any
game or development project to have long-lasting effects and interest both must take
participants and usher them into producers. Gamers and community members alike
must be trained to continue their own projects and offered tools to do so sustainably.
To continue, Keoughʼs eighth principle, recognizing the relativity of time and
efficiency, is directly related to Squireʼs third, employing advanced game techniques.
One such game technique is the proper orchestration of time to allow adequate
productivity but also maintain the playerʼs interest and feedback data. Keough demands
a balance between qualitative and quantitative results in development work much like
Squire calls for a balance in gameplay speed and productivity.
Finally, Keough cites community options in development processes by enforcing
community involvement in the generation and implementation of project ideas. Again
Squireʼs second and eighth characteristics are theoretically linked to the idea of
community involvement. Ensuring a piqued interest is important for the success of
games and development projects and the transformation of participants into producing
and managing agents maintains the success of both as well.
This is just one comparative example of the relevance of virtual reality to reality.
The parallels are striking and do not stop with just these two lists. Keough asserts that
a holistic approach to development is absolutely vital in achieving objectives, and both
Steinkeuhler and Squire propose that gamers have a more systematic understanding of
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world systems. Gamers can avoid single-cause solutions in the virtual world the way
that development workers should ideally avoid them in the real world. Not to mention
the understanding of the synergy between various objectives and goals. Gamers are
able to juggle multiple objectives at the same time without losing sight of their individual
importance or their interconnectedness. Studies show that this same idea of
interconnectedness exists between the various MDGs: attempts to universalize primary
education and educating girls has been connected with the empowerment of women
(Irwin 1995), universal primary education is also linked to better health standards and
practices (Ross and Wu 1995), improving maternal healthcare is clearly a step to
reducing child mortality, increasing food security has been shown to increase
performance in schools often through food incentive programs by allowing students to
better focus and use their time for school instead of work, etc. This type of synergy
across the eight MDGs is similar to the interconnectedness found in digital game
objectives. For example, in The Legend of Zelda franchise, the player assumes the role
of Link, a young boy living in the fictional land of Hyrule. He is sent on a mission to save
Princess Zelda and Hyrule from an evil socerer called Ganandorf. In order to do so,
Link must aquire many different tools (sword, slingshot, shield, bow, etc) and the skills
with which to use these tools. During the game he is sent on many “mini-quests” to gain
information from local townspeople and develop skills to eventually fight Ganandorf and
save Zelda. While this is still not a game specifically designed for international
development, it is a prime example of a gamerʼs ability to understand the
interconnectedness of his or her various quests and the synergy of his or her skills.
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In terms of the traits found in game players themselves, it is clear to see that an
immersion in virtual reality is honing skills that pertain to the real world. Gamers who
actively play games are consistently immersing themselves in worlds that demand
attention to systematic reasoning, knowledge acquisition, cultural sensitivity, and
meaningful social interaction. These traits are key aspects found in the training of
development workers. Looking at McGonigalʼs four gamer characteristics, the case is
even stonger. A sense of urgent optimism that is not thwarted by initial failures is
absolutely necessary for projects that address large-scale, profound international
issues. A stong and intricate social fabric is found in the ideas set down by the Road
map toward the implementation of the United Nations Millennium Declaration whose
goal was to adequately incorporate development strategies from across the world at
every societal level. In order to succeed, development workers must envision their own
blissful productivity by effectively creating goals that are within their power to attain.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, development initiatives already encompass the
potential for epic meaning. Development practices prioritize empowerment of the
community members, which “means that they participate meaningfully in the processes
and decisions that affect them” (United Nations Food Programme 2008). Gamers and
development workers alike have a goal to be a part of something far bigger than
themselves.
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Chapter 2

Science and Education Applications
Originally the application of digital games beyond their intrinsic entertainment value was
found in the realms of education and science. This application is relatively
straightforward only in that there is a very concrete goal in reference to both the game
objective and the real world development target. This type of game is designed for
scientific discovery or as an educational tool in classroom settings. Games designed for
scientific examinations are referred to as “scientific discovery games” and those
designed for formal education tools are called “edutainment games8.” Due to their
similar objectives in furthering formal education and knowledge accumulation they will
be assessed in this chapter together.
In terms of scientific discovery games there have been some very specific
applications and a multitude of research on the most effective designs. Because the
online community itself is a direct database for knowledge worldwide, the basis for
furthering scientific research is easily accessible. The information is readily available
and online gaming attempts to give this information an applicable platform. The defining
characteristic of this form of scientific discovery is the aspect of “incorporating the
individual and collective problem solving skills of non-experts into the scientific
discovery process [in order to] accelerate the advancement of science” (Cooper, et al.
2010). The difficulties found in developing scientific discovery games is strongly related
8

Edutainment comes from the mixing of the words “education” and “entertainment” in that these
forms of media use the allure of entertainment to encourage students to learn academic skills.
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to Steinkeuhlerʼs research on the potential for digital games to further science literacy
learning without formal education on the subject. In order to achieve this learning
potential in an informal setting like digital games and virtual reality, game developers
must create a design that both solves the science inquiry and trains the players based
on a very basic starting skill level. As previously mentioned, gamers have a very high
learning curve in their ability to process new information and game objectives providing
that the game mechanics are effective (Steinkeuhler and Duncan 2008) (Squire 2011)
(McGonigal 2011). In order to design this type of game, developers allow a
sophisticated feedback system for players before and after the release of their game to
the public in order to guide the design itself. This approach helped developers “improve
both the quality of the gameplay and the application of player problem-solving” to
achieve the desired results in scientific research. (Cooper, et al. 2010) The value of
these games is in their ability to incorporate a large number of researchers and the
ability to leverage human image-recognition abilities. These abilities are not easily
replicable for a computerized program due to the complexities of image and pattern
recognition unmatched in the human brain. (Khatib, et al. 2011) (Cooper, et al. 2010)

Examples of Scientific Discovery Games
Foldit
One successful application of a scientific discovery game can be found in the proteinfolding game called Foldit, developed by the University of Washington and first released
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in 2008. The profile for Foldit on Games for Change9 provides a concise explanation of
the game objectives and design:
Foldit is an attempt to apply the human brainʼs natural three-dimensional pattern
matching abilities to this problem. Current puzzles are based on well-understood
proteins; by analyzing the ways in which humans intuitively approach these
puzzles in the game, researchers hope to improve the algorithms employed by
existing protein-folding software. As more players complete more puzzles, the
researchers can create a better understanding of these protein structures and
craft new medicines to promote better health and cure disease. The success of
Foldit comes from the constant feedback between developers and the community
and the constant stream of new puzzles (Games For Change 2013)
Foldit attempts to discover the folding patterns of various proteins from the known 2-D
structure into the less-understood 3-D folding pattern. The use of computer
programming to discover these folding patterns has not yet been found to be successful,
however when transferred into a game design, previously untrained gamers are able to
use human pattern recognition and spatial reasoning skills to overcome this obstacle in
technology. The research from these games aids scientific identification of the folding
patterns and sctructures of proteins found in HIV, various cancers, and alzheimers.

9

Games For Change was founded in 2004 and is an organization that facilitates the development
and distribution of social impact games in order to further the use of digital games as a tool for
change in the real world.
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Figure 2
Folded Protien: Foldit Puzzle 48

Figure 3
Unfolded Protein: Foldit Puzzle 48

Source: Foldit: Solve Puzzles for Science
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Most notably, in 2009 this game was used to discover the folding pattern of a retrovirus
enzyme found in a virus with similar behavior patterns of HIV. This enzyme carried an
explanation of how HIV matures and is able to spread in the body. The structure was
previously unknown despite research dating back over a decade before. Within only
three weeks of play, the Foldit gaming community created an accurate model of the
enzymeʼs structure. This discovery was applied to pharmacuitical research leading to
the development of new more effective anti-retroviral drugs which targeted enzymes
found in HIV based on the games findings(Gray 2011). Zoran Popovic, one of the
research developers for Foldit commented "Foldit shows that a game can turn novices
into domain experts capable of producing first-class scientific discoveries. We are
currently applying the same approach to change the way math and science are taught in
school."
Foldit differs from most games in that it was designed without knowing the final
outcomes. There is a clear objective within the game to discover the folding pattern or
various proteins, however the final structure is unknown even to the game developer.
The international development application is found in the complex feedback system,
allowing scientists to accumulate playersʼ final structure discoveries and use this
information to develop drugs to combat a variety of illnesses and diseases. Foldit is
also unique in that it was designed with the primary purpose of scientific research, not
individual player entertainment. Foldit was designed as a mix of traditional gaming
mechanics and scientific research practices, but also with the ability to easily re-design
the game based on the playersʼ feedback. (Cooper, et al. 2010).
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Folding@home
Another scientific discovery game is called Folding@home. It is also a protein-folding
game developed by Stanford University similar to that of the University of Washington.
This game works differently in that the console does most of the work in order to further
the database of protein folding structures, a task that would take between 30 and 60
years per protein - of which there are thousands - without computer-generated
assistance used on multiple processors (Vjay Pande and Standford University 20002012). In this case, computer programming has been found to be more effective in
solving and storing a different type of folding structure. Gaming consoles are actually
one of the most powerful computing systems in order to support complicated and everprogressing game graphics along with immense online potential to support entire
gaming communities and servers. So while gamers are not actively playing a game,
they can choose to help map out the different folding patterns with their at-home
supercomputer. The gamer is able to watch the process in visual form and then choose
to send the data back to the database. Folding@home is now pre-installed on every
Playstation 3 console to allow players easy access to the program. (McGonigal 2011)

Educational Applications
Educational games or “edutainment” games that are specifically designed for formal
education are becoming increasingly implemented as adaptable curricula. These games
would primarily teach about the main subjects of formal education including
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mathematics, science, and history. Kurt Squire focuses specifically on these
applications and researches the use of various games in classroom settings. Squire
maintains “games arenʼt just a tool to teach the same old things in new ways, but a
catalyst for mobilizing studentsʼ knowledge to encourage them to think systematically in
their interactions with the world” (Squire 2011). Educational video games are meant to
supplement other avenues of learning and they are further meant to be adaptable to
various different curriculums. In this way edutainment games support customization in
different communities, making them applicable in any classroom with the technological
ability to support their implementation. In order to promote the learning of various
academic skills, games create a platform in which these skills are absolutely necessary
to achieve the objective and win the game. For example a game might employ a
specific form of currency to trade various tools during gameplay and in order to
successfully trade students must learn basic math skills and even financial responsibility
and prioritization. To promote writing, game objective can also require short studentwritten reports on their progress. Literacy is shown to improve because educational
digital games incorporate an elevated vocabulary necessary to understand in order to
progress through the game. Finally, forensic simulation games have been deemed
successful and “worth pursuing [in] teaching and learning science” through their
simulated evidence compilations and encouraged scientific literacy. (Squire 2011) As
previously stated, one advantage of digital games is their ability to challenge the game
player but also discern their individual skill level and match it with the quests and
objectives.
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Educational video games encourage “interest-driven learning” by allowing
teachers and students to modify their own game design. Instead of specific learning
material, educational games offer a framework to create unique gameplay scenarios.
This inspires not only the students to think critically and creatively, but the teachers as
well. The participatory aspect of educational digital games emphasizes the importance
of educational reform as a process not a product. Squire makes the comparison
between game developers and community organizers in that they both must first
understand and analyze the community before implementing a change. For game
developers concerned with education, teachers and students must be an active part of
creating their games because “the point is to empower people to take ownership” of
their own learning process. Ultimately, educational games promote literacy and science
applications by integrating new methods in the curriculum and most importantly, by
creating an incentive for students and teachers to gain new skills and actively
participate.
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Chapter 3

Environmental and Healthcare Applications
More recently, digital games have been used to further environmental and health
oriented goals. This application differs in that the results of the games are directly
connected to the development goals. With scientific discovery games and educational
games the results are gathered and then used to further outside objectives. The data
from the completion of each playerʼs folding levels in Foldit were applied to further
HIV/AIDS research and anti-retroviral drugs after player had won each level, making the
gamer a part of the process of scientific discovery, not the direct result of the research
objective. Many games used to encourage the furthering of health development goals
and environmental development goals transform the gamer into a part of the real world
result.
In order to achieve such results these two areas of development are approached
through individual behavior change methods found in the design of each game.
Because of the similarities in their shared design, these two development realms –
environment and health practices - will be examined together. Environmental goals are
attempted through gaming by encouraging the player to enact greener activities in their
every day life based on incentives found in the virtual game. Similarly, healthier living
habits in the real world are promoted through an increased knowledge of health facts
and incentives, both provided in the plot scenario of the game. These types of games
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often succeed in implementing a change in behavior for their targeted audience, but
incur problems in disseminating the game and information in order to reach the masses.
The “interest-driving learning” model also largely applies to these types of games.
In order to involve people in healthier or greener habits, there must be increased
incentives for participation found via a system of points and steady feedback concerning
their actions. Problems concerning behavior change in development, especially in
terms of changing environmental and health habits, often revolve around the inability to
convince participants that their actions will reap future benefits. Often this is because
those benefits are long-term goals with little short-term feedback. Leading scholars in
poverty reduction, Abhijit V. BanerJee and Esther Duflo, claim that often “it is too hard to
stay motivated when everything you want looks impossibly far away” (Banerjee and
Duflo 2011). In a digital game, progress feedback is immediately offered following any
action often via a prioritized point system or various level achievements. In this way
feedback systems are used as a method of motivation (McGonigal 2011). Because of
this, digital games promoting healthier and greener habits combat the detrimental
effects of dwindling interest of their participants (Squire 2011). In this way digital games
approach a problem in development strategies that has slowed development progress.

Examples of Environment and Health Games
World Without Oil
Created by game designer Jane McGonigal, World Without Oil(WWO) was released in
April of 2007. Players were engaged in a collaborative simulation “designed to find out
what would happen if demand for oil did eventually outstrip our supply” (McGonigal
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2011). This game is considered an alternate-reality MMO game in which players receive
information concerning the scene of the simulation depending on their regional location
and make decision in order to react in their daily lives outside of the game. An
alternate-reality game is a design that creates a fictional story but asks players to play
as themselves, not a chosen representative avatar or character and in their own
physical environment, not a virtually created model world. In effect, this game was
meant to make each player an expert on the changes required in daily life to combat a
theoretical oil crisis. The game offered the players various tools in order to make
decisions on how they and their families would have to react to the oil shortage. Players
gained simulated information about their regions from an “alternate reality dashboard”
which provided daily updates on the scenario through a collection of news articles, video
reports, and indicators. These fictional reports included updates on areas with rolling
blackouts, rioting, airline cancelations, and food shortages. In order to play, participants
were encouraged to create their own personal forecasts for how they would have to
change their daily patterns based on these fictional events. They were then prompted
to report on those changes through various media systems such as videos, blog posts,
or images created by the players themselves. The game itself is played over a six-week
period, fostering a variety of different adaptation strategies for every day consumers.
The most valuable feedback systems in place were the “power meters” reflecting the
activities of major regions and fluctuating depending directly on the decisions and
forecasts of players who actually lived in those areas. McGonigal describes the metersʼ
purpose:
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The more positive forecasts [the players] made, the more cooperative strategies
they developed, and the more actively they reduced their own collective daily oil
consumption, the more favorable the regional metrics. However, if players chose
to imagine a darker turn of events, or if they chose to focus on how increased
competition might play out, or if they reported significant difficulties or hardships
in adapting to a lower-consumption lifestyle, the metrics would reflect increased
chaos, rising misery, or even economic collapse. These meters created a clear
feedback loop between playersʼ stories and the scenario updates. (McGonigal
2011)
The feedback system was designed in order to foster collaborative strategies and
significant individual behavior changes concerning their consumption habits. The
encouragement for regional cooperation was included as a game mechanism to
promote creative solutions to a shared problem. WWO was made available online and
began with 2,000 players and it has currently been played by over 1 million people.
Most importantly, the results of this game show that the individuals who played through
the entirety of the game continued the greener habits learned during gameplay after the
completion of the virtual simulation.

Pamoja Mtaani
Pamoja Mtaani is a game developed by Virtual Heroes in partnership with the
Presidentʼs Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) and released in Kenya in 2008.
Similar to WWO, it is designed in order to encourage behavior change in its participants.
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However this game focuses on safe practices in health, specifically concerning
prevention and treatment of HIV/AIDS. Pamoja Mtaani is characterized as a multiplayer
RPG that targets at-risk youth in East Africa. The game creates a scenario following the
daily life of various different characters meant to represent the diverse Kenyan youth
each with a specified behavioral change goal. Lady D is a musician living in Nairobi
pursuing a career in music whose objective is to increase her participation in HIV
counseling and testing. Lefty is a soccer player attempting to join the pro football
league in Kenya whose objective is to increase correct and consistent condom use.
Others include a technology expert, a social virtuoso, and a medical student with objects
of abstaining from sexual activity and reducing number of sexual partners. The five
characters are all victims of a robbery and must work together in order to catch the thief.
Throughout the fictional scenario “…[the characters] uncover and experience barriers
and facilitators to behavior change…through a variety of missions and mini-games [to]
learn the truth behind their actions” (Warner Bros Entertainment Incorporated 2008).
Offered in Swahili specific to the streets of urban Kenya, it was made accessible
to Kenyan youth in an attempt to raise awareness among young people and affect
change in risky sexual health practices. The game was introduced at schools, religious
centers, businesses, and internet cafes in order to reach their targeted audience of
youth aged 10-24 years. To ensure usage in Kenya despite energy distribution
discrepancies, the game was purposefully designed to require low system requirements
to be easily applicable in urban centers throughout East Africa. As previously discussed,
the interest-driven aspect of behavior change games is a crucial element to viewing
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positive results. In order to achieve interest from Kenyan youth the atmosphere and
characters were created to mirror the average Kenyan youth experience and popular
hip-hop artists were used to voice-over the game characters.

9-Minutes
9-Minutes is a multimedia game created by the Communication for Change (C-Change)
project and funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
It also approaches directed behavior change in terms of health practices and is
designed to directly combat the high maternal and child mortality rates in India. The
objective in this game was to influence a change in pregnant women and their families
in order to encourage a healthy pregnancy, birth, and infant-care. The game was
piloted in India with over 600 female participants and over 300 male participants. The
game is unique in that it was specifically designed to be available and optimally played
on mobile phones. This is one method that digital games are implementing in order to
bridge the technology gap by utilizing the pervasive option of mobile phones and
increasing rate of mobile subscribers.
Findings from the pilot of Half the Sky found that habitual and active participation
in the game resulted in “a measureable shift in knowledge, attitudes, and behavioral
intentions toward promoted safe pregnancy and delivery actions” (Dasgupta 2012).
Because the game was funded and specifically designed to achieve an international
development objective, there is extensive data on its application and efficacy. Tests
concerning the participants knowledge on healthy pregnancy procedures were
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administered before and after playing the game, showing a significant increase in
overall understanding of healthy practices and antenatal care visits(ANC) as shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5.
The study also found that promotional messages and videos included in the
game were successful in increasing pregnancy and delivery-related actions by both the
female and male participants. In effect, the game did not only provide valuable
information about healthy pregnancies, but also resulted in increased active
participation in those practices. The top actions noted were an increase in ANC visits,
institutional delivery, family planning, HIV testing, and financial organizing – all actions
promoted in the mobile game (Dasgupta 2012).

Figure 4
Correct Knowledge of Optimal

Correct Knowledge of Optimal

Number of ANC Visits (Pre-test)

Number of ANC Visits (Post-test)
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Figure 5
Participantsʼ Knowledge of Safe Pregnancy Practices

Source: Evaluation Report of 9-Minutes (Dasgupta 2012)

Games with a focus on behavioral change are growing in popularity in terms
applications to the real world. Ken Eklund, creative director of WWO, claims that they
make “the issues real, and this in turn leads to real engagement” (McGonigal 2011).
The unique aspect of using games to teach the public about development initiatives and
priorities is that players are first made aware of the problem, then further encouraged to
voluntarily participate through positive and individualized incentives. In other terms,
digital games circumvent the boundaries to active participation that other forms of media
do not.
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Chapter 4

Social, Economic, and Political Applications

The most recent advancements in terms of games as a tool for international
development can be found in the complex methods employed to address large-scale
social change, economic issues, and political conflict. This designing process is a
relatively new application but the ways in which the various domains are addressed
have many similarities. Games with social, economic, or political focuses use designs
which attempt to reach a mass number of people, encourage massive incentivized
collaboration, and seek a large variety of creative solutions to game missions with a
platform to instantly share them. Many elements found in games with individual
behavior change models can also be found in application of these large-scale game
objectives. Often individual incentives are included to maintain a feeling of interestdriven gameplay in order to encourage continued participation. However, the scope of
large-scale game designs differ in the mechanisms used to prioritize collaborative
efforts over individual actions.
Due to the relative newness of this game design, many different strategies have
been applied and overlapped and the long-term impacts of the games have yet to be
determined. However, these recent games also have many similarities and initial
analyses on their application. Each design attempts to address a global issue or set of
global issues, provides players with detailed information and important facts about those
issues, encourages the use of outside resources to gain a larger knowledge base,
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employs game mechanics that directly mimic the realities of the regional or global
aspects of the issues, and requires a level of real-world activity in order to finish each
mission and win the game. Each of these characteristics lends itself to the easy
application of the game to development goals and initiatives by rooting participatory
action in a motivating and organized platform.

Game Examples
The Extraordinaries:
The Extraordinaries was developed in 2008 and released in 2009 as an online microvolunteering game with mobile smartphone capabilities. The game is marketed as a
way to connect many humanitarian efforts in one convenient location and in convenient
time-slots. The Extraordinaries network states that the gameʼs purpose is to “convert
spare time into social good” by directing the 274 million hours spent globally on social
networking sites like Facebook into tangible social change (The Extraordinaries Team
2010). The game offers a mission dashboard with a list of available quests. These
quests are real-world humanitarian projects that are seeking a multitude of volunteers to
do the legwork they may not be able to afford. The quests are designed to connect
individual volunteers and volunteer programs in order to funnel professional skills to aid
in the completion of the goals of non-profit organizations. From the given dashboard a
player chooses their preferred mission and actively participates in the cause. Ideally,
the amount of time to participate is very short in order to optimize the free time of any
individual. The game “delivers mini-volunteer opportunities, on demand to
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smartphones, like a stream of new adventures.” Volunteer organizations use the game
format to post problems and tasks for players to complete.
One such mission included identifying Haitian earthquake survivors. When
families were separated during the earthquake, people began to post pictures of their
missing family members through social networking sites. Also, due to the extent of the
media coverage in the aftermath of the natural disaster, thousands of images of people
and places were circulated through various media sources. The Extraordinaries team
engineered a system placing the photographs of missing people next to the media
coverage photos. In order to play out this specific mission, players would agree to look
at this picture-generated system. If the missing person appeared in a randomly
generated media-photograph, the player would mark it and gain points for participating.
The Extraordinaries team claimed results of 24 identified missing persons found through
their engineered system (The Extraordinaries Team 2010). Jan McGonigal points out
the use of “focused tasks, a clearly defined context for action, and a real window of
opportunity” as the key characteristics for the platformʼs game mechanics (McGonigal
2011).
This is only one type of mission offered through the game. Other missions
included locating and registering the locations of nearby AED machines to help create a
National database to combat deaths related to cardiac arrest or translating one page of
text for schools in developing countries. The concept was meant to fuel the means for
massive cooperation despite time-constraints and even skill-level constraints. In 2009
over thirty-three hundred members were actively participating in micro-volunteering with
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20 nonprofit organizations using the game design as a platform to mediate their
communication and to motivate the participants. This game directly connected potential
workers to communities in need of development work.

Darfur is Dying
Darfur is Dying is a role-play game released in 2006 by a partnership between mtvU
game developers and humanitarian aid workers in Darfur. The game is meant to
simulate the life of a displaced person in Darfur and their daily actions to protect their
refugee camp. Players choose one of the eight possible characters to represent their
camp. Using the chosen avatar, the player must forage for water to nourish crops and
make bricks for shelters. While foraging for water, the character must avoid being
captured by Janjaweed militiamen. While in the refugee camp the player waters crops
and rehabilitate the community after every Janjaweed attack. The map of the refugee
community also offers facts about actual refugee camps and typical stories from
refugees. The objective is to survive in the camp with an adequate amount of food,
water, and health supplies for 7 days. A feedback chart (Figure 6) shows the water
level and food supply of the community. It also presents a “Threat Meter” which
estimates the time before an attack.
The game mechanics are rudimentary and the objectives are simple in that
gameplay is repetitive and does not include interaction with other avatars or players.
However, the primary purpose of the game is to act as an interactive fundraiser and
awareness campaign for conflict internationally. The game also offers options to “activist
tools” at the beginning of the game, after every Janjaweed encounter, and at the end of
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the game. The option to “Take Action” leads the player to a list of actions they can take
in the real world to combat the conflict. Those options are: educate yourself on the
crisis in Darfur, send a message to the U.S. government, join the growing divestment
movement, donate, and find more ways to get involved. This game represents an
attempt to combat development issues concerning conflict through an awareness
campaign built in to a game design.

Figure 6
Constructed World and Feedback System for Darfur is Dying
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Evoke
Evoke is the best example of games geared toward social innovation in terms of
relevance to development initiatives and is dubbed as “a crash course in changing the
world.” Released in 2010 and again in 2011, Evoke is an MMO game designed by Jane
McGonigal and commissioned by the World Bank to offer a format for learning about
and participating in development initiatives and objectives. Each level of the game
approaches a different development issue or goal. These levels are: social innovation,
food security, power shift, water crisis, future of money, womenʼs empowerment, urban
resilience, indigenous knowledge, crisis networking, and future initiatives.
Before playing each level, the game offers a fictional storyline about the Evoke
characters who travel the world to secretly solve global issues through a comic strip
medium. Each level is then subdivided into quests to “Learn,” “Act,” and “Imagine” the
issue in order to receive points for courage, local insight, spark, resourcefulness, etc. In
order to gain points in the “Learn” section, players read given materials on the problem
concerning obstacles and solutions. To complete the “Act” section, players must apply
the knowledge they have acquired to impact some tangible change in their own lives
and the community. To complete the “Imagine” section, players are encouraged to write
a blog or make a video depicting their personal vision for the future of the issue. In
order to promote a sense of mass collaboration, every action in the game must be
documented and shared through a blog hosted in the game. Other participants rate the
responses, giving players power to give and receive points for their efforts.
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The target location of Evoke was originally South Africa and it was first piloted in
three South African classrooms. Once the game was internationally available in 2012,
around 20,000 people from more than 150 countries participated. The distribution of
those players leaned heavily toward American players, but did include 2,500 students
from sub-Saharan Africa including a large group from South Africa (McGonigal 2011).
Jane McGonigal now categorizes the game as a massively open online course (MMOC)
which serves as a platform to educate people around the world not only specifically on
development issues, but on the strategies used to combat those issues. Also, due to
the collaborative nature of the game mechanics, Evoke was treated as a foundation for
new development innovation. The World Bank officially certified any player who
participated in the game to its completion as a “World Bank Institution Social Innovator.”
This is a prime example of how a digital or online game can be used as a tool for
development through effective game mechanics, collaborative platforms, a massive
knowledge base, and real-world strategies to promote the actions of the participants.
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Chapter 5

Relative Efficacy
Measuring the efficacy of such a new platform to further development objectives is
difficult in that the long-term results of these implementations is not yet known. Most of
these games have only been introduced as a means to tangible change within the last
two or three years. However the initial successes and failures examined immediately
following the release of each game is a critical step to understanding the future role of
digital and online games. Their overall efficacy can be judged based on the extent to
which they game objectives were achieved, the extent to which the development
objective was achieved, game accessibility, the available funding, and the number of
participants.
In terms of scientific discovery games the extent to which the game objectives
and the development objectives are achieved is relatively easy. The results are
concrete and failure is apparent when the results of the playersʼ achievements do not
correspond with scientific knowledge. In effect, if a discovery is not made the goal is not
reached and if a discovery is made the goal is achieved. In the case of Foldit and
Folding@home, gamers have been able to successfully contribute to scientific
discoveries, the creation of protein structure databases, and new, targeted drugs to fight
disease. The budget for Foldit was provided to the University of Washington by a grant
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) for $123,000 (National Science Foundation
2009). The game has had over 600,000 people participate in its protein-folding
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missions since the release in 2008 (Husted 2011). Similarly results found via the gaming
console PS3 using Folding@home account for 74% of the processing power currently
generated through the game, suggesting that active gamers are the majority of
participants. More than a million PS3 gamers worldwide spare their systemsʼ computing
power for this program (McGonigal 2011). Standford University received grants from
both the NSF and the National Institutes of Health for nearly $1 million (National Science
Foundation 2009). Considering these factors, both games were successful in achieving
game and development objectives.
Concerning environmental and healthcare goals through behavioral change
models, it is increasingly difficult to determine the efficacy. Games of this nature
attempt to affect long-term behavior changes in terms of healthier and greener
practices. Due to the newness of these designs and game releases the long-term
impact is still unclear. However initial results are still important for future endeavors.
World Without Oil was an attempt to encourage a collaborative environment to
creatively design adaptation strategies for a future oil crisis. The game was initially
intended to support 2,000 players and has since reached over 1 million players,
showing that player participation has continued and surpassed the game design goals.
It is still used as a teaching tool in classroom settings. Compared to the scientific
discovery games, World without Oil reached this participation bandwidth10 on a
$100,000 budget. The development objectives thus far have proven to encourage
sustained behavioral change, but more time is needed to see the long-term results. 910

Participation bandwidth is a measure of an individual and collective capacity to contribute to
one of more participatory networks (McGonigal 2011)
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Minutes has only recently passed its pilot stage in which over 900 men and women in
India participated. C-Change reports have shown that the game objectives and
development behavior change objectives were initially successful through mobile
accessibility and behavior change messages. However considering that the game was
released in 2012, long-term impacts are again unknown. Funding from USAID was
funneled through the Family Health Internationalʼs (FHI) budget of over $100 million.
The game design, implementation, and research study received only a fraction of this.
From 2009 to 2011, 4,000 youths played Pamoja Mtaani in Kenya and among male and
female gamers, condom use increased and number of sexual partners decreased
(NetHope Gaming Working Group 2011). Low-level budgeting added to the lack of
participation due to a lack of effective marketing and funding foresight for that
marketing. In order to spread awareness about the game, commercials on YouTube
were aired, however due to unequal energy distribution a relatively low number of
players participated. The accessibility of the game also hindered its success in that it
was only accessible in specific youth centers. These factors for each of the health and
environment related games show inconclusive data on the sustainability of development
goals, although all of them prove initial success in development objectives.
Large-scale social, economic and politically focused games create more elusive
data than that of the individual behavior change designs in health and environmental
focuses. Similarly, the proof of sustainable change is unknown, although most present
positive initial results. The Extraordinaries was able to gain 3,300 players within a few
months of its initial launch. Unfortunately the game is no longer available for play
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proving only short-term success in terms of the specific game design and the
development objectives. While active, the game was able to support minor objectives in
natural disaster relief, educational goals, health initiatives, etc. FUNDING. Darfur is
Dying represents a unique approach to large-scale issues concerning conflict through
game mechanics specified to increase awareness. In the first 4 months of its release
the game was played by over 800,000 and mtvU claims more than 10,000 of those
players participated in the “activist tools” offered during gameplay (Ruiz 2006). This
game was able to create a low-budget platform for learning and for actively participating
in political conflict issues. The game objective was successful, however the results of
the development objective are unclear. Awareness was spread virally via the sharing of
the game through various online networks, however its effect on the conflict itself is less
substantiated. The MOOC Evoke is equally unclear about its effect on development
initiatives. The game objectives were successful considering the $250,000 budget and
20,000 active participants who completed the game. In terms of development goals, the
game did succeed in increasing the participation in development initiatives by certifying
those who completed the game as World Bank Institute Social Innovators and inviting
the top players to the EVOKE International Summit in Washington, D.C. following the
gameʼs completion. Again, long-term impacts are still being analyzed.

Obstacles
Despite relative successes in many respects, there are also significant obstacles that
hinder the potential of digital and online games to be truly effective tools in international
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development. As previously stated, a key similarity between modern development
initiatives and game designs is a stress on participatory methods. As previously
presented, it is widely believed that in order to witness sustainable development the
communities affected must be involved in the process, implementation, and continuation
of development projects. Digital and online games are also very dependent on the
participation bandwidth of their network and their ability to turn game users into creators
of game content. Unfortunately there is a loss of evenly distributed participation due to
unequal global energy distribution. All of the presented games are available via a
connected network online. This greatly hinders the participation of the people who are
directly influenced by the problems these games attempt to solve. Theoretically, the
participation aspect of gaming offers enormous potential as a development tool.
However, in practice this unequal distribution seen in developing areas and furthermore
between rural and urban distribution. For example, the accumulation of 2,500 player
from sub-Saharan Africa in Evoke was a ground breaking number, but it is still only
about 12% of the total number of players in the game. Furthermore the majority of
these players were located in urban areas with more easily accessible Internet. These
numbers are too low considering that most of the issues the game addresses are felt
most profoundly in rural, developing communities.
A second problem can be found in the perceived gap in technical skills
concerning gameplay mechanics. Research studies from Carnegie Melon University
estimate that “the average young person today in a country with a strong gamer culture
will have spent 10,000 hours playing online games by the age of 21” (McGonigal,
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Gaming Can Make a Better World 2010). This implies that Western gamers and game
designers have been honing gaming skills for years, often since childhood. Not only do
the affected developing regions have little access to this kind of creative technology,
they also lack the technical skill to succeed in these games. Furthermore, people living
in developing areas are not those who are participating in the game designs. Apart from
the lack of participation in the design process, the danger is a possible a lack of
understanding of cultural norms and social systems that are so important to simulating
natural environments and economies in virtual representations.
The next problem can be found in what McGonigal calls the “Engagement
Economy” (McGonigal, Reality is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better and How They
Can Change the World 2011). The “Engagement Economy” is the characterization of
the system of leveraging the participation of mass numbers of online players through
individual and collaborative incentives to compete over participation bandwidth available
onine. In development terms, this is the factor that provides sustainability or a lack
thereof in online initiatives. McGonigal presents this obstacle as pertinant to projects
seeking mass participation for tangible change. These crowd projects “fail to attract a
crowd…to give the crowd the right kind of work…or to reward the crowd well enough to
keep it participating over the long haul.” This obstactle prevents sustainability in digitial
and online games as a tool for development. However, this an obstacle that can be
combatted using advanced motivational game mechanics as seen in many of the
previous game examples.
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Betterment Solutions
The unique quality of digital games as a tool for development is that a game is rarely
deemed a failure due to the ease in which a game can be altered or redesigned. For
example, The Extraordinaries is not currently available for gameplay. It is making a
transition between the original smartphone application and game design to a Benefit
Corporation (B Corporation) or a certified socially responsible and environmentally
friendly corporation. In this transition the game was renamed Sparked and now charges
organizations money in order to use the game services and follows a business model
style of social innovation. The technical problems found in the game were solved
through implementing a cost for participation and redesigning the game to be more
applicable to businesses. The report compiled by C-Change aptly states that
development initiatives should always “pursue and embrace any opportunity for testing
and evaluation – negative feedback can offer insight into areas to improve or features to
reconsider” (Dasgupta 2012). Digital and online games create a platform for gameplay
but also for the player evaluation of that gameplay, making them ideal for continual use
and modifications.
Similar to The Extraordinaries, Evoke has been reformatted twice: first in order to
become more compatible with mobile phones, and second into a physical handbook for
easy reading and physical dissemination. Both of these game remodels were created in
order to achieve more participation in areas whose energy distribution is unequal. As
previously mentioned mobile telephones are increasingly pervasive in developing
regions. Charles Kenny, fellow at the Center for Global Development, asserts that this
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pervasiveness “reflects a dramatic rollout of access in countries from the richest to the
poorest” (Kenny 2011). He presents an increase of mobile subscribers worldwide from
eleven million in 1990 to five billion in 2010 with impressive reception capabilities in rural
areas. He further states, “the growth of global communications has also enhanced the
spread of a range of lifesaving and life-enhancing ideas.” Game designers are taking
advantage of the growth of global communication by formatting their game designs to
be compatible with mobile devices. There is also an increased focus on producing more
low-energy gaming consoles in order to increase the participatory features of gaming to
energy poor regions in addition to decreasing the environmental impact of high-energy
gaming consoles (National Resource Defense Council 2008).
In reference to the gap in technical skill, there is evidence to support the idea that
technology skills can be rapidly learned despite perceived disadvantages. Although
development experts often label the One Laptop Per Child Project11 as a failed
experiment in development, the initiative was able to collect some very interesting
research. One of its programs left a handful of solar-powered Microsoft Tablets – or
one-piece mobile computer – in two rural villages in Ethiopia with no instruction on their
use or purpose. The children of the community were able to power, navigate, and even
hack the Tablet system although it was a previously unknown technology. (Talbot 2012)
With this experiement, researchers were able to prove that despite a previously
untapped knowledge, the learning-curve for current technology can be very high.
11

One Laptop Per Child was led by MIT professor Nicholas Negroponte whose vision was to
distribute low-cost, rugged computers to the poorest children in developing nations to help them
gain access to knowledge and learn to use new technologies. The project failed due to rising
costs of laptops, loss of financial supporters, and inability to ensure the laptops were kept and
used for educational purposes.
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Similarly good games are designed in order to build up a playerʼs skill level as they play
starting from a very basic level. The implementation of advanced game mechanics
could circumvent the skill-level gap between informally trained gamers and new,
inexperienced gamers.
With these solutions, digital and online games can progress toward overcoming
current obstacles in game design and distribution. Currently they have been shown to
be valuable and effective tools in classroom settings, as behavioral change methods,
and as training modules for development workers due to the multitude of similarities in
objectives, organization, feedback, and participatory features.

Conclusion
This paper sought to examine the application of digital and online games in order to help
achieve the goals of international development. Despite the newness of these
applications, many areas of development have been addressed through this form of
interactive media. Scientific discovery games have been successfully utilized to aid in
the furthering of scientific research and additionally have been proven to be key factors
in the development of new, more effective drugs for illness and disease. Educational
games have been applied in classroom settings not only to facilitate academic content,
but also to explore systematic methods of understanding and cultural ideals. Games
seeking to influence behavior change in their players have been shown to effectively
promote short-term improvements concerning both better health practices and more
environmentally friendly habits. The long-term effects have yet to be proven. Similarly,
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games that approach large-scale social, economic, and political have exhibited
groundbreaking methods for international cooperation, but long-term impacts cannot be
adequately measured at this time.
Digital and online games are proving to be a valuable tool in international
development strategies. Their focus on participatory action, collaborative focus,
interest-driven motivation, and encouraged systematic understanding gives them
immense potential in the international development field. When successfully designed,
simulated virtual environments provide an avenue to experiment with current problemsolving strategies and innovate new methods. Not only are gaming environments
advantageous for furthering development goals, the gamers themselves are honing
valuable skills in systematic understanding and problem solving. Jane McGonigal
affirms, “ For decades, gamers have been answering heroic calls to action in virtual
worlds. Itʼs time we ask them to answer real-world calls to action...” (McGonigal, Reality
is Broken: Why Games Make Us Better and How They Can Change the World 2011). It
is clear that the combination of effectively designed virtual worlds and skilled, motivated
gaming communities can result in tangible progress in the real world.
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